Marlin crawler clutch
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Thank you! Our Heavy Duty Clutch Kits are a huge step above stock clutches, and unlike other
aftermarket clutches, are designed for the Rock Crawler. Both kits seemed to loose their "new
clutch" feel, and seemed to wear out sooner than stock. Marlin wanted a clutch kit that grabbed
better and lasted longer, but without wearing out his legs over a long weekend trail. What he did
was gather multiple kits from various manufactures and combined components to build the best
clutch kit available. Today we no longer have to combine kits as we now have them assembled
from the manufacture exactly to Marlin's specifications. The end result is a clutch that offers
excellent longevity, smooth pedal pressure for those long days on the trail, and a high torque
rating for a sure engagement every time. This Heavy Duty kit features a 1, ft-lb pressure plate,
which is a step up from the stock clutch, which is rated ft-lb. Click here to check out our brand
new flywheels! For more information go to As with all our products, proper installation is
assumed by the customer. It is your responsibility to install our clutch components properly
into your application. You should always follow Toyota's Factory Service Manual that matches
your exact application when installing our clutch kit. Our Clutch Kit is famous due to our own
specific parts and assembly. No other kit on the market is designed for Rock Crawling like our
Heavy Duty kits are. Because we have instructed manufactures to follow Marlin's own
specification that he has perfected since the s, components are mixed and matched per each kit
creating a unique experience based on our design. Therefore, regardless if the clutch disk
supplied in your kit is marked flywheel side "FW SIDE" , you MUST follow Toyota's installation
directions for your own application and use the proper disk orientation specific to your
application. For example, if our disk we sent to you for your 3. The disk can be installed
backwards facing away from the flywheel and the truck can be driven this way. But because the
release bearing will push the pressure plate fingers into the incorrectly installed and
backward-facing raised flange of the disk, it will cause the disk to undergo forward lateral flex
which will greatly accelerate disk wear resulting in premature disk failure. Marlin Crawler cannot
be held responsible for improper installation of clutch components. Please follow the below
diagram to properly position your clutch disk as per Toyota's own specification. Click on the
below image for a detailed view. Here is our Formula Toy with our 1, lb clutch kit For times when
you are most grateful to have our reliable clutch components! Sluice Box, Rubicon Trail, July
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that extends down to your clutch slave cylinder. Not only is it more durable and longer lasting,
but it will improve the linear feel of your clutch pedal as it resists expansion. They are
Military-Grade featuring a strong one-piece crimp design, UV protection layer, stainless steel
braid, protection layer, Kevlar braid, and finally a Teflon inner core to minimize internal friction.
Crown steel braided lines are used by the US Navy, Army, Marines, and Air Force and are the
same that we've trusted for more than a decade to get us to the trail and back home safely!
Don't let a stray rock or tree stump rip apart your stock rubber line. Don't get stuck with a
leaking or inoperable clutch hydraulic system! Applications include all Toyota Hilux trucks and
4Runners, Tacomas, and 4Runners. Compatible with 2WD or 4WD. Depending on application,
some frame brackets have a larger opening and will require both clip shims to compensate for
this extra gap. The installed photos at left are from a 4WD Pickup and only require 1 clip shim as
shown at the lower side of the upper frame bracket. For more information go to Click here to
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Related Products. RF for 3. Clutch Slave Cylinder for Clutch Slave Cylinder for 4cyl. Features
Virtually no volumetric expansion. Hose assemblies comply with federal regulations D. All
assemblies pressure tested to 4, PSI. Teflon inner core is chemically inert, non-aging, and
unaffected by atmospheric conditions or moisture. Retains full flexibility. Stainless steel outer
braid provides added double protection to the inner single braid of Kevlar and barrier layers.
Standard S. Benefits Brake and clutch pedal response is immediate, not "soft" as with standard
hoses. Legal for all street and racing vehicles. Inert to all approved brake fluids including D.
Outer vinyl cover is UV protected for maximum life. Rugged construction resists shock and
road hazards. Higher fitting pull-off rating than other lines on the market. Utilizes standard brake
fitting adapters for compatibility and ease of use. Started by GRM Engine. Started by
offroadmission Engine. Has anyone used Marlins clutch and if so how is it? Are there better
ones out there? Everyone starts off in life crawling but lots of us grow up and still are crawling
around everywhere. Once I finally kill this clutch Ill be buying from Marlin once again. Full
hydro, with an auto and 44's what could go wrong?? This is kinda offtopic but i just put a new
clutch in my 88 toy and the pedal grabs right at the end. Is there a way to adjust it so it grabs in
the middle of the pedal? There is an adjustment on the pedal. Its on the rod that pushes the
slave cylinder. It'll take a 12mm to loosen the jam nut and then youshould be able to adjust it by
hand. It sounds like its too tight, so youd want to turn the rod so the pedal is lower to the floor.
How many inches from the ground should the pedal sit? I tryed this before and i remember the
pedal wouldnt grab because it couldnt let out enouph. It grabs when it is let out all the way. You
want about 2" of free travel from the upper resting postion till the pedal gets stiff. Thanks for
your help i will try to adjust it tomarrow. Im bout to put a marlin in my 86, ill let you know how it
feels from stock. Soon to be Marlin Clutch, tube bumper front and rear, nerf bars and roof rack I
am the Amazing Turtle! I have Marlin's clutch in my 87 Turbo. Been running it for about 12,
miles. So far its the best clutch I have ever had in the truck. Great pedal feel and lots of grip.
Also it was by far the cheapest clutch around. If it wears out I'll be getting another one. I ran a
marlin clutch on my 84, I never wheeled it but over all on the street it did great. My 80 has a
marlin clutch. Me and my dad have taken that thing threw the rubicon, hammers, snow, sand,
and several other places and it never failed or slipped on us. If it ever goies out, you can bet
another one from marlin is going in. Nothing good can come from having teenyboppers and
childmolesters mixed with emo morons hanging out in one place Bought it through word of
mouth, and its a japanese unit, which means its over engineered. I read somewhere that a few
guys were not too impressed with centerforce, but who knows Im sure they have a good
product. Comedy is the last refuge of the nonconformist mind. A company called SECO the box

has the name and japanese writing on it. Definately imported directly from Japan. JPG JPG 32
kB, x - viewed times. I have Marlin's v6 clutch in my Sweet clutch, really grippy for the trails and
the LA traffic. I'd definately get another one! Anyone ever try the ceramic clutches? I heard they
connect kinda weird, either on or off, no in between. When i die, i wana Be buried face down, so
anyone who doesnt like me can kiss my Its a redneck thing "Nobody Loves Me". Cannot
shift-clutch mstr. All products intended for Off-Road use. Prices subject to change without
notice. Page created in 0. Logged Full hydro, with an auto and 44's what could go wrong??
Logged 88 Toyota Pickup with some stuff Logged i just cut a guys 4x4 in half and he didnt even
put up a fight. Logged Comedy is the last refuge of the nonconformist mind. Logged x-cab V6,
SAS, Marlin dual ultimate crawler, dual arbs, high pinion, 35 mtr's, hot brunette in passenger
seat. Mar 26, , AM by mr4x42u. Jan 15, , PM by mr4x42u. Aug 06, , PM by Marlin. Discussion in '
1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by jkulysses , Aug 17, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to
Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for
a FREE account. Quick Links: Will 8. Catalytic converter question. Driver's side Exterior door
handle Need some help with installing a new bumper and grill Old man Emu? Or Fox 2. Tranny
Amsoil Severe Gear oil problems. Any feedback on the Marlin Crawler replacement clutch set??
Also transmission issue. Post Reply. My clutch is shot and I wanted to buy oem but this Marlin
set caught my eye. Any feedback on it and also I have a bad knee and wouldn't want the clutch
to be much if any harder to engage than stock. Here is a link. If I'm better off just buying all OEM
parts what is the best site for that? Thanks for any help or advice! On a side note my
transmission needs some help too I think. It's very hard to get into 1st at times especially when
cold and more recently it feels like it's not fully engaging into 4th gear and will pop out of gear
sometimes and has also popped out of 3rd a couple times. I'm thinking it needs syncros
replaced?? Truck is a SR5 with a 5 speed and the 2. Only has 57k original miles but I bought it
from an 88 year old woman with diabetes and she sold it cause she can't feel her feet and the
stick shift was hard to drive. I think that's why the clutch is gone with so low of mileage because
she can't feel her feet and burnt it up lol. OEM clutches appear to last a long time in Tacomas. If
you use a heavier duty clutch there's more wear on the hydraulic clutch system. Note that I have
used Center Force clutches in the past, they last forever as in longer than the engine. I might
use a NAPA clutch but not one from any other store. I remember a car our family had that
popped out of gear, as I recall replacing the synchro rings fixed it. That's been kinda a long
time. FirstGen Jer , Aug 17, Before you think about having the transmission rebuilt or replaced
tr
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y replacing the shifter seat bushing. Wulf , Aug 17, Speedytech7 likes this. I have the HD kit
from marlin on mine nd i love it. Speedytech7 , Aug 17, Thank you for the replies and I will try
pulling up a little when I shift into 4th on the way home and see how it goes! I really hope that's
all it is because my house needs a new roof and I need all the funds I can get lol. Love my
marlin clutch. It felt a bit stiff the first day or two, now i dont notice it. It was mostly stiff coming
back up if thay makes sense. With evreything freshly greased up, i actually stabbed it to the
floor so fast i had to double check and make sure i hooked evreything up. Show Ignored
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